
Turn it upside               !

Work by Young Carers from Kingston Carers during confinement

‘A project by Create artist, Alejandra Carles-Tolra for Create Live!’
________________________

down



“All profound distraction opens certain doors. 
You have to allow yourself to be distracted 

when you are unable to concentrate.” 

— Julio Cortázar — 



Day 1  
Making the ordinary, 

extraordinary!  
------------------

















Day 2  
Landscapes from our 

homes 
------------------



FRAMING OUR HOMES
Seeing our surroundings 
through a different frame

With your group, choose a series of objects you could use to frame 
something (toilet paper, cup, your own hand…). 

Photograph through them as if you were peeking through a 
window!











Landscapes from textures
Getting really close 

Where do you find the most interesting textiles 
and patterns around your home? Choose a 
common theme (paper, walls, fabric, fruit…) and go 
take close up pictures of the texture. 

Make sure you have good lighting, that you get 
really close to the object and that the picture is in 
focus. Choose your favourite ones and send them to 
me. Each group has to choose 3 themes and make 
work for those themes. 









OUR IDEAL LANDSCAPES
Creating landscapes for each other 

Think of a landscape that makes you happy. What 
would that landscape be? Write down a brief 
description of that landscape, where it is and most 
importantly, what are the main elements and 
colours in your landscape (describe 3-4 elements. 
I.e. clouds, water, grass…). 

Then share your writing with your group. One of 
your teammates will now go find fabric and/or 
objects that appear in your landscape and create an 
image for you. 













Day 3  
Abstract photography & 

creating hidden 
messages

------------------



ABSTRACT PHOTOGRAPHY
Abstraction of the non-abstraction

Choose a familiar object and make 2 or 3 abstract 
photographs of that object. Think about 
composition, texture and geometry. 











Hidden Messages
Encrypted messages around us

Choose a word that represents something you miss 
during the confinement. 

Share it with your group, and then someone else 
will create a series of abstract images for your word. 
Each photograph should contain a letter of the 
word. 









Words with objects
Encrypted messages around us

Together  with your group think of a series of words 
that are related to a theme. Then choose one of the 
words and  create each letter with objects around 
your home. Photograph it and share it with your 
group.











Thank you 
to all the artists for your 

inspiring work & creativity!  


